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Contaminated Real Estate and Succession: Part I
BY KEVIN DAEHNKE

As charities and planned giving professionals continue their quest for new
ways to assist donors with strategies that
encourage giving more of their estates
to charity, a new niche is beginning to
emerge. This can be found in an unlikely
arena: succession-planning for estates
containing real property where the soil
or groundwater is contaminated.
Planned giving professionals are beginning to recognize that proper up-front
planning is often the key to converting
contaminated real property — and the
resulting environmental liabilities — into
valuable assets. Targeting environmental
contamination issues during successionplanning efforts can significantly enhance
the overall value of an estate, thus benefiting the estate and all its beneficiaries,
including charitable organizations.
Contamination of the soil or groundwater can be the largest single liability
in the estate of a business owner or real
estate investor. Existing high-net-worth
owners are typically left “holding the
bag” for a site’s historical contamination,
whether from old industrial operations,
a strip mall with a gas station, or dry
cleaning facility.
At present, most holders of contaminated sites do not address these potentially
huge environmental cleanup liabilities
in their businesses or estate-succession
planning. Most foundations and charitable organizations do not accept the
transfer of contaminated properties.
Topic’s Focus
This two-part article addresses how
to limit environmental cleanup liability
exposure of heirs and beneficiaries, and
how to maximize the value of contami-

nated real property assets. Pursuing this
proactive approach can turn otherwise
potentially devastating and toxic liabilities
into valuable assets, and will typically
result in a larger overall estate with even
greater charitable giving opportunities.
Part I addresses the background of
this problem and how it affects a donor’s
estate and the giving process. Part II will
outline a continuum of approaches a
charity can take to deal proactively with
a donor’s contaminated real estate assets.
Together, both parts of the article provide planned giving professionals with
strategies for helping donors to minimize
the finger-pointing and wasteful litigation that often accompanies the transfer
of contaminated assets. Up-front planning can also result in the contribution
of these assets without incurring liability
for a charity.
We begin with a summary of the laws
that cause soil and groundwater contamination issues to be a significant concern
for those in the chain of title or operation
of a real estate parcel or business where
gasoline, solvents, and other petroleum
products or other chemical constituent
contamination has occurred.
Draconian Liability
Environmental laws are not based on
fault. Instead, they are based on status.
This means that a person or entity can
be liable for the costs of cleaning up
contamination even if that person or
entity had nothing to do with the leak,
spill, or existence of the contamination.
This liability can be catastrophic, often
totaling hundreds of thousands or even
millions of dollars.
See PART I: Page 2
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Superfund Liability
The environmental liability scheme is
derived mainly from federal statute, the
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA, or Superfund) and its state law
counterparts. CERCLA cleanup liability
attaches to those who:
u Cause the contamination (the
“operators”)
u Own the site during the time the
contamination was occurring, as well
as those who own the site thereafter
(collectively “owner liability”)
u Arrange for disposal of the contaminating material (“arranger liability”)
u Are involved in the transportation
of the contaminated substances
(“transporter liability”)
For most estates, the environmental
hook is owner liability. This can pass
unintentionally and inadvertently — and
with potentially devastating consequences
— to an heir or beneficiary.
Joint and Several Liability
Perhaps the most concerning aspect
of the imposition of site cleanup liability
is that any one party who has CERCLA
status at a contaminated site as an owner,
operator, transporter, or arranger is potentially liable for the entire cost of the
cleanup. This is because liability under
CERCLA is joint and several. Even when
the government has identified several
potentially responsible parties (known as
“PRPs” in Superfund lingo), it can seek
out and target just one PRP to pay the
entire cost of cleanup.
The government may not be looking for
who is at fault, but instead for the PRP
who has the deepest pocket and is the
easiest to find. In most circumstances, it
is the current owner who is forced to do
the full site investigation and remediation.
This is because this owner is the easiest
to locate and pursue (and because the
government has the authority through
joint and several liability to say “tag, you’re
it” to anyone in the chain of ownership or
operation).
Heirs’ Assumption of Liability
Many high-net-worth individuals own
businesses or real estate portfolios that
include gas stations, dry cleaners, tire and
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auto repair shops, agricultural parcels, and
industrial property. Many of these properties are contaminated with potentially
devastating site remediation liabilities,
often in the millions of dollars. Surprisingly, most business owners and investors
have no concrete plans for addressing
contaminated properties in their estate
or business succession plans.
Their failure to prepare for the passing
of contaminated property to heirs or successors can lead to potentially catastrophic consequences for the heirs, beneficiaries, and surviving business partners. This
can be even more troubling given the fact
that environmental liabilities inadvertently
transferred to these otherwise innocent
heirs and successors can remain with
them for the rest of their lives.
The Family Trust Trap
Perhaps the most overlooked example
of the inadvertent assumption of environmental cleanup liabilities in the estate
succession context is the commonplace
use of a family trust to hold and distribute real property and other assets of an
estate. The concern arises in the all-toofamiliar scenario where one of the heirs
serves as the trustee of a family trust that
holds contaminated property.
Since the holder of title under state law
is the trustee (not the trust), that trustee
becomes an owner for all CERCLA-related cost recovery purposes, including joint
and several liability for full-site cleanup.
A son or daughter who agrees to serve as
trustee for his parents’ estate may have
unwittingly taken on potentially lifelong
environmental cleanup liability.
The unintended passing of environmental liability is a serious concern for
estates that contain environmentally impaired properties. The good news is that
the worst of these problems can usually
be avoided with proper up-front succession-planning.
Succession-planning Protocols
The key to minimizing environmental
liability for the estate and its beneficiaries
is to identify those sites that are likely to
be contaminated, evaluate the likely range
of cleanup costs for each such property,
and develop a strategy for funding site investigation and cleanup (sometimes with
up-front tax benefits). Contaminated real
property assets should be segregated from

the rest of the estate, if possible. As noted
above, title should typically not transfer
to the heirs or beneficiaries, whether individually or as trustees of a family trust.
Methods for funding should be explored
with the main goal of providing sufficient
resources to properly characterize and
remediate the site. With proper funding
in advance, and creative site remediation
and development tools that maximize the
property’s value, environmentally impaired
properties can become valuable assets of
an estate.

will discuss the use of an environmental
“strike team” of professionals, the need
to perform an environmental audit during succession-planning, and proactive
steps to take.

Charities Taking a Proactive Role
While the transfer at death of contaminated real property assets without
proper planning can be a huge mistake
for a donor, many will ask the “why me?”
question: Why should a planned giving
professional or charity get involved?
One obvious answer is that educating a
donor about potential contamination issues
and referring useful succession-planning
resources can result in the gratitude and
good will of the donor and heirs. For many
charities, serving as a donor resource in this
way is a part of the mission.
Additionally, a charity that helps its
donors avoid potentially catastrophic environmental cleanup difficulties may also
help maximize the amount of the ultimate
gift it receives. The less money spent on
unnecessary litigation and/or wasteful
cleanup strategies, the more money is left
in the estate.
Taking a proactive role might also help
avoid otherwise unnecessary delays in the
estate administration. In a worst case, the
existence of contaminated properties in
an estate can result in serious disputes between and among heirs and beneficiaries,
government regulators, and others. The
resulting litigation can tie up the estate
for years and even decades, delaying the
receipt of charitable gifts. By helping the
donor avoid these problems, the charity
helps itself.
There are various levels of involvement
a charity can assume in the environmental aspects of succession planning. For
some, the aggressive approach of specifically targeting contaminated properties
for charitable giving purposes may even
be an option.
Part II of this article will explore how
charities and planned giving professionals can assist donors with these issues. It
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Contaminated Real Estate Succession Plans:
Part II
BY KEVIN DAEHNKE

Succession-planning for estates containing real property where the soil or
groundwater is contaminated is a new
niche for some charitable organizations.
Part I of this article (Planned Giving
Today, July 2013), discussed how statutory environmental liability is based on
“status,” and how someone who qualifies as a potentially responsible party
under these laws can be held jointly and
severally liable for the entire cost of site
remediation. It also touched on contaminated property that can result in draconian liabilities for heirs and beneficiaries,
tie up an estate in litigation for years, and
deplete the estate.
Part II now explores how charities and
planned giving professionals can assist
donors with these issues. It discusses the
use of an “environmental strike team” of
professionals and the need to perform an
environmental audit during successionplanning. It also explores the levels of
involvement a charity can have in the
environmental aspects of the successionplanning, including specifically targeting
contaminated properties for charitable
giving.
Environmental Strike Team
Effective planning requires identification of potential environmental cleanup
liabilities (an environmental audit) and
the development of a workable plan for
how best to deal with these issues at
death. Typically, an attorney specialized
in environmental matters should be hired
to oversee and coordinate this inquiry,
with input and assistance from one or
more environmental consultants. By utilizing an attorney (and taking appropriate
steps to take advantage of the resulting
work product and attorney client privileges), this confidential internal environmental audit of the estate can become
protected from third-party disclosure, in
the event that regulatory action or litigation later ensues.
Proper succession-planning for these
eventualities additionally requires the
intimate involvement of the business, tax,
and estate-planning advisers of the donor’s
business or estate. This multi-disciplinary
4
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“Environmental Strike Team” is critical to
the development of a coherent and effective estate and business succession plan.
It also protects the heirs and beneficiaries
from inadvertent and unintended environmental cleanup liabilities, and maximizes
the value of the estate.
Environmental Audit
The objective of the environmental audit in succession-planning is to help identify potentially contaminated sites and to
estimate — typically without conducting
soil tests at this stage — the likely range
of cleanup costs. Once these contaminated real property assets are identified,
the donor is advised to set aside sufficient
funds in various forms. One approach
includes life insurance proceeds (when
appropriate) to ensure that the estate’s
contaminated real property assets can
be fully characterized at death, and so
that cleanup may proceed.
The environmental audit identifies
the existence of potential environmental
concerns. The audit assists in determining likely costs to perform proper site
assessment work, and likely best/worst
case estimates of potential cleanup costs.
This is no simple task, and requires an
understanding of how the donor’s business or investments have been structured
and have operated, often for decades. It
also requires delving into years of business
activities — including activities of tenants — that may have resulted in leaks,
spills, or releases of chemicals or other
contaminants. Hands-on involvement
from the entire environmental strike team
is necessary to make sure this inquiry is
done correctly.
A common concern for contaminated
real property assets left in an estate is
the dearth of knowledge often available
regarding the scope and extent of contamination. This lack of site assessment
data often means that a contaminated
property that might otherwise be readily
cleaned up and sold may instead sit in an
estate for years while the trustee, heirs
and beneficiaries try to figure out what
to do with it. An all-too typical scenario
follows.

A high-net-worth donor owns a parcel
that would be worth $5 million if it
wasn’t contaminated. However, upon the
donor’s death, no site assessment work
has been performed and the scope and
extent of contamination is a complete
unknown. The heirs and beneficiaries
soon learn that this property is probably
worth nothing, unless and until the likely
scope and extent of its contamination
can be quantified. Even experienced
“Brownfields” developers will typically
avoid such uncharacterized properties
because they are too risky (at least without substantial site testing data, and
developers are often unwilling to front
that cost).
It therefore behooves the donor to set
aside in the estate sufficient funds that
will be dedicated for the proper characterization of the contaminated site.
Hopefully, this will be enough money
to test and fully remediate the site and
then market it. At the very least, there
must be enough money earmarked in
the estate to perform the site assessment
work necessary to market the property
in a contaminated state, and to provide
enough information for a sophisticated
buyer to make a reasoned investment
decision.
Maximizing Resale Value
Another important role of the environmental strike team is to ensure that all
available regulatory tools, government assistance, and other strategies are utilized
to their utmost to maximize the value of
the contaminated real property assets.
Viable approaches include utilization
of applicable state underground storage
tank cleanup fund programs, possible
state or federal grant money, and possible
coordination of cleanup and development
efforts with local governing bodies.
Specialized programs for addressing
cleanup exist in several states. One
example of a viable state Brownfields
redevelopment tool is the Senate Bill
989 ground lease model available under
California law.
Under California’s “bona fide ground
tenant” regulatory program, certain types
of contaminated sites that are otherwise
unmarketable can nevertheless get developed as a long-term ground lease. This
generates income for site investigation
and cleanup efforts, and for the estate.

Examples include properties that have
not been fully investigated and characterized, and properties that are unmarketable because they have deep regional
groundwater contamination issues, where
the scope of potential liability may be
unknown at present or may take multiple
years to address. Under the Senate Bill
989 model, developers can significantly
limit their environmental cleanup liability,
thus making it economically viable to
develop many Brownfield sites that would
otherwise lie dormant.
Senate Bill 989 is merely one example
of creative approaches to maximizing the
value of contaminated sites. Depending
on the type of contamination, development potential of the property, and regulatory tools and grant money available, a
property that otherwise might sit vacant
or underutilized for years (even decades)
can become a valuable asset for an estate
or a charity.
Use Independent Trustees
As touched upon briefly in Part I, the
use of family members to serve as trustees of estates with contaminated real
property can often lead to unintended
personal environmental cleanup liability
for the family member.
This concern is often avoided by utilizing the services of an independent trustee
to oversee the investigation and remediation of the contaminated estate assets. Independent trustees (meaning anyone who
is not an estate beneficiary) enjoy greater
statutory protections from cleanup liability
under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA, or Superfund) and
comparable state laws, and are therefore
often the better choice to serve as trustee
of a trust that contains contaminated real
property.
Because of CERCLA’s special statutory protections, a plan that segregates
contaminated assets from the rest of the
estate and has the remediation overseen
by an independent trustee is often a prudent course.
Embracing Contaminated Property
Planned giving professionals have a
stake in making sure that potentially
contaminated real property assets of
an estate are identified and adequately
See PART II: Page 6
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planned for in the estate- and businesssuccession planning process. Rather than
sitting back and observing the chaos on
occasions when environmental liabilities
create havoc for donors, their families,
and their beneficiaries, professionals can
choose to take a proactive, up-front role
in minimizing problems that can occur.
A continuum of options exists for
active involvement. Some charities will
merely want to suggest to high-networth individuals the potential problems associated with the unplanned
passing of contaminated properties.
Others, especially those that like to be
known as valued facilitators, might help
the prospective donor identify potential
contaminated properties. This can even
include working with the donor and the
environmental strike team to assist in
the planning process.
Some charities will want to go one
step further and actually reach out and
solicit potential donors with contaminated properties. In those situations,
the charity would work closely with
donors to maximize the value of their
contaminated properties so that they
can be sold and the proceeds donated to
the charity.
This marketing approach certainly has
merit. Since good succession-planning
will typically mean that the contaminated assets will already be segregated from
the rest of the estate, a donor might be
more amenable to donating the property
to the charity (or, more likely, the sale
proceeds once it is fully remediated).
Otherwise, reluctant donors might find
an easier path by donating an asset that
is currently problematic, yet will eventually have value.
Since many charities are understandably reluctant to take title to contaminated property, some that have been
offered such gifts have explored setting
up a separate domestic and “disregarded”
single-member limited liability company
(LLC) to take title to contaminated properties. While this approach might seem
to be a potential solution for charities,
there have been notable questions as to
whether the donor is still able to deduct
the transfer for estate- and tax-planning
purposes.
This issue was addressed recently
by the Internal Revenue Service, and
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some potentially far-reaching “cover”
was given. Based on IRS Notice 201252, a good argument can be made that
if a gift to a United States charity is tax
deductible, then so is a gift to this type
of LLC.
Conclusion
As more high-net-worth baby boomers pass their estates to their heirs and
charities, the potentially catastrophic
problems associated with contaminated
real property liabilities will continue to
arise. The planned giving community
can better understand the issues and
take a more proactive role in helping
to address contamination issues during
succession-planning and estate administration. At the very least, it is time for
these issues to appear prominently on
the checklists of all such professionals.

